


What is Psicorencia?

Who am I?

What is occupational psychology?

How can I help you?

What services do I offer?

How do the sessions work?

Where can you find me?

SUMMARY





Psicorencia arises in 2020 from the
need to provide assistance to all those

who seek psychological and work
counseling in these times of

instability.
 

My mission is to provide you with the
right tools to achieve your goals in
your personal and work life in the

constantly changing global
environment in which we live.





My name is Jesús Ramos and I am from Huelva,
southern city in Spain, where I studied a Bachelor of

Psychology and specialized in Social and Occupational
Psychology.

 
I also obtained a Master in Innovation and Human

Resources Management from the IEBS in Barcelona.
 

For the last nine years I have lived in Prague, in the
Czech Republic, where I have gained extensive

experience working for multinational companies such
as Amazon, BlueLink, Expedia or Telefónica.

 
I currently work as an Occupational Psychologist

specialized in job orientation.





Occupational psychology is the study of human
behavior in the workplace.

It is an applied discipline within the field of
psychology.

 
This branch of psychology is responsible for
ensuring the interests of both workers and

institutions or organizations, as well as
enhancing the performance and productivity
of individuals through innovative strategies,
motivations and incentives, with the aim of

favoring personal development and
professional growth of each person.





 
Reorientation towards your work vocation

 
Tools to manage interpersonal conflict resolution

 

Increased productivity and motivation at work
 

Social skills
 

Efficient telework management
 

Isolation-Related Disorders (COVID19)

Writing and reviewing your Curriculum Vitae
 

Prepare a job interview

Stress and anxiety management
 

Work and private life balance
 

 
 





We will review your resume

together and I will give you the

proper guidelines to develop a

professional profile with a clear,

well structured and effective

design that will be attractive to

the eyes of your future target

employer.

I will provide you with the tools

that will help you find a job

according to your professional

profile and I will give you the

best recommendations on how

to face the current labor market

in your country.

We will analyze your

current work profile and

establish short and medium

term goals to help you easily

achieve your goals and be

successful in your work life.

Do you want to commit and

keep track of your progress

for 2 months? With this

promotion you will have work

coaching sessions once a week

for a reduced price to monitor

your progress and create

favorable habits

RESUME
REVIEW

FIRST STEPS CAREER PLAN 2 MONTHS
PROMO

Individual Sessions

450 CZK / 16 EUR 500 CZK / 19 EUR 600 CZK / 23 EUR
8 SESSIONS

250 CKZ / 10 EUR
(TOTAL PRICE: 2000 CZK / 80 EUR)





ONLINE
Accessible with a simple

internet connection
 

FLEXIBLE
Integrated into your routine,

adapted to your schedule

PERSONALIZED
Individualized professional advice

from the really first session

Note: Currently also available in person in Prague, Czech Republic. For more information contact me at:
psicorencia.info@gmail.com





www.psicorencia.com

WEBSITE

+34 666392731

PHONE

psicorencia.info@gmail.com

E-MAIL

FACEBOOK
Psicorencia

TWITTER
@psicorencia

INSTAGRAM
@psicorencia

YOUTUBE
@psicorencia

TWITCH
www.twitch.tv/psicorencia



Choose a Job You Love, and
You Will Never Have To
Work a Day in Your Life

REMEMBER

CONFUCIUS


